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HAPPY
HAMPERS

WIN!

A COUNTRY
INN GETAWAY
FOR TWO

Enjoy an alfresco feast
with our picnic bites
Meet the rescue
dogs in need of
foster homes

HERE COMES SUMMER!

Make it fun-filled with
our essential guide
IOLO
WILLIAMS

BLACK

Open here <<<

SHEEP RURAL RETREATS
FROM B&Bs TO
GLAMPING PODS

WELCOME | CROESO

W

hen I was nine years
old, an emaciated,
terrified little blackand-tan terrier turned up in
the greenhouse of our family
home. We named her Lady
and while we never officially
made the decision to own
this little dog, she adopted
us, blossomed into a happy,
healthy hound and became
part of the family for the next
18 years. This was the start
of my everlasting love for
canine waifs and strays,
and fortunately I married

Genie is Catherine’s current dog,
from Many Tears Rescue Centre

<<<

Editor Catherine Waterfall

someone with the same
principles. Howard and
I now have Genie (aka
the Mutt, who you may
recognise from the Black
Sheep illustrations). And
before her we re-homed a
very naughty but adorable
beagle-cross called Poppy.
Genie was from a charity
in South Wales
called Many Tears,
who do an amazing
job rescuing,
rehabilitating
and rehoming
thousands of
neglected and
ill-treated dogs.
To find out more
about Many Tears, >
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as well as other canine
charities, see Charlotte van
Praagh’s feature on how to
provide a foster home for
animals in need (p83).
Staying on the animal
theme, we speak to
Montgomeryshire Wildlife
Trust and Iolo Williams about
PUBLISHED BY
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the ambitious
and successful
reintroduction
of beavers at the
Cors Dyfi Nature
Reserve in Mid
Wales (p59).
And there’s
much more to
read this issue,
including our
delicious posh
picnic recipes
(p76), a roundup of the best
rural retreats to escape to
this summer (p46), as well
as 11 pages of Things to
Do in and around Wales and
the Borders (p10). Enjoy!

Catherine
COPYRIGHT © All material strictly copyright,

all rights reserved. Reproduction without permission
prohibited. The views expressed in Welsh Border Life do
not always represent those of the publishers. Every care
is taken in compiling the contents, but the publishers
assume no responsibility for any damage, loss or injury
arising from participation in or as a result of any offer,
competition, advertisement or information contained
within Welsh Border Life. All prices featured correct at
time of going to press.
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Our goal at SJF Timber Ltd is to provide effective solutions
designed to boost your Forest or timber operation to
maximise the sustainable yield for generations to come.
• Felling licences and grant funding
• Forest management plans
• Re stock and establishment
• Timber harvesting and marketing
• Top market prices and prompt payment
Our consultants design solutions tailored specifically
to the needs of your project and take care of it all every
step of the way.
So if you are a woodland owner and you’d like a free
valuation, get in touch.
www.sjftimber.com

<<<
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HOW
TO
enjoy this issue

This digital edition of
Welsh Border Life has been
designed and optimised for
viewing on any device or
operating system. That said,
for the very best viewing
experience, we recommend
certain applications in which
to view it, relevant to your
set-up. For more information,
on this, click (or touch) here.
To help you get around and
interact with this issue,
‘hyperlinks’ are embedded
in the pages. This includes all
website and email addresses
(on adverts as well as on
editorial), cross-references to
other pages in the magazine,
prompts to “click here” and,
most notably, all articles on
the contents pages. Also,
look out for the four tabs in
each corner of most pages,

<<<
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which link back to the cover,
the contents pages, and the
previous and next pages.
For full technical guidance,
click (or touch) here.
LOOK FOR THESE LINKS
Cover
cover

FEATURE | OFFA’S DYKE

contents

OFFA’S
STATS

difficult – very steep,
and very up and dow
n.
But then we were head
ing down in lovely
evening light. We coul
d see the southern
Shropshire Hills, and we
knew the next bit
Distance
would be flat… and we
ended up in a pub
177miles
in Montgomery, whic
h
help
Walk Time
ed a lot!”
Regardless of whether
2-3 weeks
you’re super-fit and
Fastest Time want to run it in five days, complete the trail
63hr, 1m over a series of weekends, or just want to
Start Point take on a short taster walk, Offa’s Dyke
Path
Sedbury Cliff is here for all to enjoy. And give its
popularity,
nr Chepstow it’ll endure much longer than 50
years.
If
the
dyke
Finish Point
itself can stick around
for more
Prestatyn than a millennium, there’s no reas
on why its
Total Ascent accompanying trail can’t
either.
9,085m
For info on Offa’s Dyke
Path’s 50th
(Mt Everest cele
brations, visit www.nat
ionaltrail.co.uk/
is 8,849m)
50thanniversary, or for
details about the
Highest Point
trail itself visit: www.nat
ionaltrail.co.uk/
Hatterrall
offas-dyke-path
Ridge, 703m
Year Started
785 AD
(approx)
If you haven’t got the time
Year Trail
(or inclination) to tackle
the whole trail, here are a
Established
couple of shorter walks
to give you a taste of what
you’re missing.
1971
Click (or touch) here to
download

DYKE LITE

<<<
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Keep the whole family entertained with
these upcoming fairs, festivals and more
WIN A COUNTRY INN GETAWAY 26
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Our essential guide to this beautiful
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to shop, eat and stay
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Our columnist has been filming for
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spectacular wildlife in Scotland
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Escape to the countryside with these farm
stays, shepherd’s huts and glamping pods
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eco engineers are making a comeback
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WELSH BORDER WALKS 114
Matthew Pike works up an appetite with
these two walks to picnic-worthy peaks

MOTORING 117
Liam Bird reviews the Full Hybrid
version of Suzuki’s Vitara SUV
COMMENT: BLACK SHEEP 121
Sheep’s shiny new satellite dish finally
brings him that elixir of 21st century
life – streaming services!
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Kenton Jones represents over 44 years of crafting exquisite kitchens,
providing the highest standards of craftsmanship and service.
WELSHPOOL SHOWROOM

SHOTATTON SHOWROOM
Shotatton Crossroads
A5 (Holyhead Road)
Shropshire
SY4 1JH

www.kentonjones.com

Henfaes Lane
Welshpool
Powys
SY21 7BE

sales@kentonjones.com

01938 554 789

01691 682 009

<<<
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Zog and the Flying
Doctors come to Venue
Cymru in Llandudno

SUMMER FUN

Keep everyone entertained with our guide to
the season’s theatre, music, festivals and more
words | Pru Allison

<<<
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ON STAGE

VENUE CYMRU
Busy summer? Be sure to take
some time out and let someone
else do the entertaining.
Fortunately, Venue Cymru
in Llandudno has plenty
going on this season, whether
you’re into music or theatre
yourself or you have little ones
to keep enthralled.
Things kick off with The Hollies
on 12th June. There’s eyepopping entertainment from
The Ladyboys of Bangkok on
22nd June, and music fans won’t
want to miss Anything For Love:
The Meatloaf Story on 24th
June, Jools Holland on 17th July
or The Magic of Motown on
5th August. You can throw some
shapes with Strictly Presents:
Keep Dancing! on 5th July, sing
along to Chicago on 25th July,
delight the kids with Zog and
the Flying Doctors on 2nd to
4th August, or laugh with Sarah
Millican on 6th August.
venuecymru.co.uk >

<<<
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h.ART

20 YEARS YOUNG
Time flies when you’re
having fun, and that’s
certainly been the case
for h.Art, Herefordshire’s
much-loved art week,
as it celebrates its 20th
anniversary this year.
The nine-day art trail
guides participants
through open studios,
group exhibitions and
galleries, promoting
Herefordshire’s talented
artists and craftspeople.
The event will take
place from 3rd to 11th
September and is sure to
be a celebratory occasion.
“Twenty years has flown
by,” enthuses artist Peter
Horrocks. “And I feel just
as enthusiastic as I did
when it started. Nothing
has matched h.Art for
increasing the profile of the
visual arts in the county.”
www.h-art.org.uk >

<<<
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BOOK REVIEW

PLACES OF
WORSHIP

Whether you love to
sing songs of praise or
simply enjoy marvelling
at fine architecture,
Churches of Shropshire by
David Paul is a fascinating
guide to some of the
county’s finest ecclesiastical
offerings. The book covers
the proud heritage of church
building in Shropshire and
features a wide range of holy

contents

venues in communities
large and small. The
churches also vary in
age, since Shropshire’s
first churches were built
back in Saxon times,
resulting in a range of
styles from different periods.
This is a delightful read
with plenty of inspiration
for your next amble through
the county.
www.amberleybooks.com >

The Old Cowshed
Hand Pulled Screen Printing Studio & Workshop. Visitors welcome and local craft items for sale.
We are regularly open Saturdays 10am-4pm or on request.

07969174961 Follow us on facebook @theoldcowshed17
The Old Cowshed, Ty issa, Dolywern, Pontfadog, Llangollen L20 7AG

<<<
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INDEPENDENT SHOP

SOMETHING CRAFTY
Those who love art and
who fancy a trip out should
pay The Old Cowshed
a visit. Positioned between
Pontfadog and Dolywern
in the Ceiriog valley, The Old
Cowshed is situated on the
farm that the owner Carole
Cogan grew up on, and she
has fond memories of
milking cows in that very
shed with her father.
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Inside you’ll find handpulled silk screen printing on
scarves and cushions, along
with jewellery, hand-knitted
socks, wood-turned bowls,
soaps and balms. There are
fair-trade goods aplenty,
too, as well as some rather
delicious Welsh chocolate,
making this a thoroughly
local shopping experience.
www.facebook.com/
theoldcowshed17 >
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uchafbwyntiau'r haf :: summer highlights

www.venuecymru.co.uk

22.06.22

24.06.22

26.06.22

05.07.22

25 - 30.07.22

05.08.22

09 - 20.08.22

27.08.22

28.08.22

<<<
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MUSIC FESTIVAL

A HEREFORDSHIRE
REPERTOIRE
A weekend of inspiring and
diverse chamber music is
coming to some of Hay-onWye’s loveliest venues from
9th to 11th September.
The Fitzwilliam At Hay
Chamber Music Festival
has an emphasis on female
composers and includes
a performance from The
Fitzwilliam String Quartet.
Composer Liz Dilnot Johnson

will hold a Q&A session,
while writer and broadcaster
Richard Wigmore will run
study sessions based on
the works performed.
www.thefitzwilliam
athay.com >

LAKE V YRNWY, A PLACE TO RELAX AND ENJOY THE BEAUTY | OPEN ALL YEAR FROM 10AM
It doesn’t matter whether you’re in the mood for a walk, a bike ride, bird watching, or simply a day of leisure - Lake
Vyrnwy has something for everyone. Once here, Artisans Coffee Shop is well worth a visit. Whether you’re looking for a
morning coffee and cake, a light lunch or afternoon tea, we can cater for all your needs. And with a great selection of
gifts, you can pick up a souvenir of your visit or a gift for a loved one.
For the more energetic - the twelve miles of road around the lake form the perfect cycle route for Artisans’ hired bikes.

Ar t i sa n s, T he Ol d S a w m i l l , La ke Vy r n w y, O s w e s t r y, S hrop sh ire . S Y1 0 0N A
www.a r tisa ns-la kev y rnwy.c o.uk | 01691 870317

<<<
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RAILWAY EVENTS

GET ON TRACK

A busy summer of fun awaits
over at Ffestiniog & Welsh
Highland Railway.
Things kick off with a
refreshing couple of days
when the Real Ale Festival
takes place on 10th and 11th
June. Real ales, steam trains
and live music will combine
at what’s sure to be a popular
event. The following month
the railway celebrates its

A SpringRock
Experience

07970 092160
enquiries@springrockfishery.co.uk

100th anniversary with the
Welsh Highland Railway
Centenary & Celebrations,
held over 30th and 31st July,
providing a weekend of
heritage train action.
www.festrail.co.uk >
Spring Rock Fishery is
a carp specimen lake
aimed at the experienced
carp angler looking
for a challenging and
technical water.
Our fishery is 2.5 acres
stocked with mirrors and
commons from 14lb to
30lb (and some say even
bigger) along with some
koi and crucian carp.
It’s a well presented and
well managed fishery
keeping stock in prestige
condition, fit and healthy
to give you that fight on
the end of the line your
looking for!

<<<
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MUSIC EVENT

OSWESTRY LIVE!

Oswestry will be in a tuneful
mood this summer when Cae
Glas Live rings through the
town on 18th June. This free,
family-friendly event will be
held at Cae Glas Park and will
feature performances by
YUBABA, The Innocent,
Shameless Faith, Monkey
Wrench and The Manhattans.
Visitors can also expect an
array of street food to tuck
into and a bar serving drinks
to wash it all down. There’ll

<<<
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also be a fairground to
provide even more in the
way of fun and games for all
ages, and the atmosphere’s
sure to be jovial throughout.
It’s a great opportunity to
enjoy some live music with
family or friends.
The event runs from 10am
to 9pm. Entry is free, but a
donation of £1 is suggested
and the funds will go to Hope
House Children’s Hospice.
davidclough@
oswestry-tc.gov.uk >
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FOOD FESTIVAL

TIME TO TUCK IN
Now in its 13th year, Oswestry
Food & Drink Festival will be
held in the heart of town on
9th and 10th July.
Exhibitors from across
the region will be baking,
brewing and filling the air
with aromas of African,
Middle Eastern, Malaysian,
Indian and Spanish cooking.
There’ll be tipples, too, with
award-winning ciders and
ales, liqueurs, wines and gins.

Sarah Monk

Lorenzo Gavarini

Clare de la Torre

If you’re left feeling full of
energy, head to Cae Glas Park
for the TNS Fun Day (9th)
or Reggae in the Park (10th).
davidclough@
oswestry-tc.gov.uk >

Verity Howard

Lynne Littler

Discover oodles of creative talent in 130
artist studios, pop up exhibitions and galleries.
100’s of artist images on site & downloadable guide
or request postage of guide.

3 - 11 September

Anthony Copus

<<<

MissFire

Stephen Pritchard

h-art.org.uk

Lucia Davies
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ELECTRIC BIKES

FREE WHEELING
You can’t beat a bike for a fun
trip out, but are electric bikes
a good buy? We asked Chris
Davies from Chris’s Cycles in
Evenjobb for the inside track.
“Electric bikes are one of the
greenest forms of transport,
and you can get a better
workout because you tend
to ride more frequently and
go further than on a normal
pedal cycle. They also enable
people who have physical

limitations or health
conditions to still ride a bike.”
Contact Chris for advice
or to try before you buy.
chrisscycles.co.uk >

9 & 10 JULY 2022
Saturday & Sunday
10am–4pm

<<<
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AGRICULTURAL SHOW

COUNTRY
COMPETITION

On 6th August Oswestry
Show returns after a twoyear hiatus. There’s plenty
to look forward to, with over
120 trade stands and a range
of activities promoting
agriculture and rural life,
all sponsored by Griffiths
Tool Hire. In the main ring,
spectators will be dazzled
by the gundog display and
the Imp motorcycle team.
There’ll be classes for horses,
sheep and cattle, as well as
a horticultural section with
flower arrangements, wine
and photography. Vintage
machinery will keep
petrolheads engrossed,
and sheep shearing is always
popular with spectators.
A children’s section gets
youngsters involved, and
the food hall will no doubt
prove popular, too!
oswestryshow.co.uk >

<<<
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BIKE HIRE

WHEELY GOOD
COFFEE

Lake Vyrnwy in Powys is
always a lovely place to visit,
but particularly so during the
summer months. A really fun
way to explore the area is by
bike, and you can hire them
year round at Artisans Coffee
Shop, Gifts and Cycle Hire.
You can also stop for a
lakeside coffee, ice cream
or afternoon tea before you
head off exploring. On your

return, browse for souvenirs
in the gift shop, which has
some unique pieces available
to take home as a keepsake.
www.facebook.com/
ArtisansLakeVyrnwy >
Tickets
available
online
NOW

Sioe Frenhinol Cymru
Royal Welsh Show
18 - 21 Gorffennaf

July 2022

Royal Welsh Showground, Llanelwedd, LD2 3SY
cafc.cymru

<<<

rwas.wales
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AGRICULTURAL SHOW

RURAL HIGHLIGHTS
One of the most prestigious
events in the agricultural
calendar, The Royal Welsh
Show returns this summer
and it promises to be a
fantastic day out. The event
runs from 18th to 21st July
in Llanelwedd and is packed
with competitions, livestock,
forestry, countryside pursuits,
horticulture, shopping,
crafts and food and drink.
Highlights will include the

King’s Troop Royal Horse
Artillery, The Regimental
Band of the Royal Welsh,
Black Mountains Falconry
and a comical sheepdog
and duck display!
www.rwas.wales

THE 135TH
OSWESTRY
SHOW

SATURDAY 6TH AUGUST AT
PARK HALL SHOWGROUND,
OSWESTRY
A GREAT FAMILY DAY OUT!
FOR ALL DETAILS PLEASE CONTACT:

SHOW MANAGER, OSWESTRY SHOW OFFICE,
OSWESTRY SHOWGROUND,
PARK HALL, OSWESTRY SY11 4AB

TEL: 01691 654875
EMAIL: INFO@OSWESTRYSHOW.CO.UK

<<<
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WIN A NIGHT IN
THE CEIRIOG VALLEY

© sprout.uk.com

Enter our competition
to win a stay at the
delightful Mulberry Inn

M

ake Sunday night
count with this
brilliant giveaway
from our friends over at The
Mulberry Inn in the Ceiriog
Valley’s village of Llwynmawr.
This dog-friendly inn is

<<<

within easy reach of Chirk,
Wrexham and Llangollen,
and has easy access to some
utterly beautiful walks. But
with this delightful country
inn as your base, you might
not want to venture too far.
The winner of our
competition will enjoy a
Sunday night stay for two
people in a Superior room >
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COMPETITION THE MULBERRY INN

with views of the surrounding
valley. The afternoon will be
spent indulging in tea and
cake as you luxuriate in your
surroundings.
In the evening you’ll be
able to enjoy a three-course
traditional Sunday roast in
The Garden Room restaurant,
with a glass of wine each
to wash it down.
Should you find yourselves
feeling competitive, why not
take part in the Sunday-night
quiz in the inn’s 18th-century
Pheasant Bar, where you’ll
find a tempting local beer on
tap, delectable wines and a
roaring log fire.
The friendly team here have
anticipated that breakfast
might need to be a leisurely

<<<
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affair after all the fun of the
night before, so they’ve kindly
included a late check-out.
This fantastic prize is worth
more than £200 and should
be taken during September,
October or November
2022. Entry will close on
15th August 2022. Upon
notification, the winner
should contact the hotel
directly to book the date,
which must avoid major
holidays and bank holidays.
For your chance to win,
simply answer this question:
What is the name of The
Mulberry Inn’s bar?
A) Partridge Bar
B) Pigeon Bar
C) Pheasant Bar
To enter, email your answer
to mulberry@borderpublishing.com
Terms and conditions: By entering this competition
you consent to your email address being added to the
walesandborders.com newsletter database, but it will NOT be
passed to any third party. One winner will receive one night
(Sunday) in a superior room for two with dinner at the Mulberry
Inn. No cash alternative. Usual competition rules apply. The
editor’s decision is final. Closing date: 15th August 2022
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Click on names
in bold for
more info

Treasure Chester
Explore the cobbled streets and ancient
alleyways of this picturesque city

H

words | Pru Allison Pictures | © Chester Bid

ere in the British
Isles, we do history
spectacularly well,
but even amid all of our
wealth of culture, Chester

<<<

stands out. Even as you enter
the city, you pass through
history, because here you’ll
find the most complete city
walls of anywhere in Britain. >
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And this circuit of
ancient defence serves
up some spectacular
views – of the River Dee
on which the city sits,
and the surrounding
area. Still not wowed?
How about the largest
Roman amphitheatre
in Britain, the oldest
racecourse still in
operation anywhere
in the world, and shops
housed in buildings that
date back 700 years? >

contents

Alfresco eating Historic streets
lined with Tudor buildings are
the perfect spot for a lazy lunch
Easy walking trail

All ages welcome

• Watch artists at work,
• Buy their creations
• Explore our beautiful city!

July 1st - 3rd 10-5pm
(11-4pm on 3rd)

An art-lovers paradise!

FREE
ENTRY

chesterartbeat.co.uk/trailmap
Financial supporters: CWAC, Earl of Chester's fund, Tyrer Charitable Trust,
Cheshire Community Fund, Private Donors, Government Covid Funding,
Venues offered at no charge.

<<<
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Make a
Positive Impact
with your investment
All funds are actively managed so that you
can be reassured that the portfolios are constantly
evolving and maintaining a high level of impact.
Want to know more? Visit us at www.harteywm.co.uk
or call us on 0808 168 5866

Registered in England and Wales No 8288660. Registered Office: Hilliards Court, Chester Business Park, Chester
CH4 9QP. Hartey Wealth Management Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

<<<
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Chester also has a rich
military history, having
first been established as
a Roman fort and then
an army camp.
Virtually every building
here has a story to tell,
be it medieval or a
Victorian restoration.
The Industrial Revolution
brought further
development in the
form of roads, canals and
railways, and nowadays
it’s a popular shopping
haunt and an ideal
destination for a day out.
THINGS TO DO
Culture vultures are in for
a real treat here, because
not only can you walk the
ancient town walls, there’s
also a Roman amphitheatre
to visit. This was Britain’s biggest, and
it was used for both military training
and entertainment. While in a Roman
frame of mind, why not head on over
to the Roman Gardens where you’ll find
the remains of military buildings. >

<<<
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There’s a strong arts
scene, too, and it’d be
well worth timing your
visit to coincide with
Chester Art Beat.
This walking trail takes
place from 1st to 3rd
July, covering 18 venues
and 29 artists. You’ll
be able to take in
illustrations, silk
paintings, jewellery,
etchings, glass art and even
Mandala rock paintings,
meeting the artists, and >
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Colour scene Stunning
landscapes at Castle Fine Art
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gaining insight into their
creative process.
While strolling the city, be
sure to take in some of the
architecture, such as Chester
Cathedral. Founded as a
Benedictine abbey in 1092,
the cathedral now combines
modern and medieval
architecture, and is one
of the city’s prominent
landmarks. Another is
Eastgate Clock at the original
entrance to the Roman
fortress of Deva Victrix.
Those with children in tow
should head to Chester Zoo
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Clockwise from left Chester
Cathedral hosts events and
concerts; meet the sharks at
Blue Planet Aquarium; Chester
Zoo has 128 acres to explore
or Blue Planet Aquarium,
both of which are fun and
informative with a strong
conservation ethos.
SHOPPING
Virtually everything in
Chester has a historical
leaning, including the shops.
The best-known shopping
area here is The Rows, >
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Double decker Steps at The Rows
lead up to a second tier of bars
and shops above street level

contents

a series of continuous halftimbered galleries positioned
above street level. The
medieval buildings house
an array of shops and
restaurants, and at 700 years
old, are England’s oldest
shopfront. Another popular
venue is the Grosvenor
Shopping Centre, but
market lovers will also be
in their element at awardwinning Chester Market
where you’ll find everything
from records to plants. >
Supporting local projects!

The Charlotte Hartey Foundation helps fund structured, purposeful projects and
ventures in and around Shropshire and Cheshire, giving youths the opportunity
of reaching their full potential.

We have supported many projects that have positively impacted many groups of people within the
community, we have donated to date over £25,000 to fund:

• Sports equipment and kits
• Guides
• Charity fundraising activities • Scouts

• School projects
• Youth Clubs

www.charlottehartey.com
9-11 Salop Road, Oswestry, Shropshire, SY11 2NR

<<<
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Hoping to add to your
wardrobe during your
visit? Pop into Chester
Boutique for an array of
clothing and accessories. More
accessories can be found at The Arc
Contemporary Crafts, along with
homeware. Should your walls need
brightening up, pay a visit to Alison
Bradley Gallery or Castle Fine Art,
both of which feature local talent
and inspiration. In keeping with the
yesteryear feel of the city, there’s
a wealth of antique shops, too. >
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Shopping in style
Pick up local art
at Alison Bradley
Gallery (above
left) or browse
the clothes at
Chester Boutique
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Try The Antiques Shop or
Applegates Antiques and
Crafts for that special find.
But most of all, explore –
Chester’s delightful twists,
turns and cobbles will
lead you to independent
boutiques, specialist food
shops, craft spaces and
plenty more – each one
a treasure trove.
FOOD & DRINK
This is a compact city, but
with so much to explore,
you’ll work up an appetite.
Famed for hanging kebabs
and botanical cocktails,
The Botanist is a super
option for a cheeky lunch
or after-hours drinks. There’s
more in the way of food and
refreshments at Brewhouse
& Kitchen, which serves
up burgers, sourdough
sandwiches and a menu
for kids. Meanwhile, Atina
Kitchen is an independent
restaurant with tasty dishes
and a quirky feel. >

<<<

From top Tucked-away The Botanist
is known for its cocktails and
kebabs; Brewhouse & Kitchen
is a laid-back burger joint
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If you’re in the mood for
fine dining, book a table at
The Forge, which features
a kitchen at its heart and
focuses on wild, sustainable,
local ingredients cooked
over fire and charcoal.
There’s another top-notch
option over at The Chester
Grosvenor, where you’ll
find The Arkle Bar & Lounge.
Afternoon tea is a favourite
here, but the sophisticated
space comes into its own
in the evening when there’s >

contents

Raising the bar Enjoy a drink at
the luxurious Chester Grosvenor

Just a 1% gift in your Will to
Montgomeryshire Wildlife Trust
will protect nature and the
wild places you love.
Find out more at
montwt.co.uk/support-us

<<<
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a vast gin collection to
choose from, along with an
array of ports and liqueurs.
PLACES TO STAY
For some seriously idyllic
surroundings, you’ll struggle
to beat Carden Park.
Situated within a 1,000-acre
estate, this country hotel
boasts two golf courses,
a spa and a choice of
eateries. The Grosvenor
Pulford Hotel & Spa is
another venue in beautiful
surroundings with a real
sense of space both within
and around the hotel.
In the city itself are plenty
more options, including
The Hotel Chester,
which offers 12 luxurious,
individually themed
apartments in a prime
location. The Townhouse
Chester is another lovely
boutique hotel. The Georgian
townhouse has rooms,
apartments and a restaurant
called The Secret Garden.

<<<

Carden of Eden Carden Park Hotel
& Spa is a beautiful 1,000-acre
estate in the Cheshire countryside
HANDY CONTACTS
Abbey Gate College
The longest-running
independent co-educational
school in Chester.
Saighton Grange,
Chester CH3 6EN.
www.abbeygatecollege.co.uk
Chester Bid
Representative of over 400
businesses to create a super
visitor experience.
www.experiencechester.co.uk
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Iolo Williams

IN THE WILD
Our columnist talks filming in the Marches,
and spotting spectacular sights in Scotland

I

recently spent three weeks
guiding up in Scotland,
dividing my time between
Speyside and the Isle of Mull.
It’s always a joy heading

<<<

up to the Highlands
but especially so at the
beginning of spring when
the first migrants arrive back
from Africa and the first >
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mountain hares into the
mix, it’s no wonder that Mull
and the Highlands attract
millions of visitors every year.
One of the downsides of
spending three
“I saw my first sand martin
weeks in Scotland
and swallow on Mull and heard during March and
April was missing
my first cuckoo in Glencoe”
out on the arrival
of spring in Mid Wales. When
osprey on Speyside, and
I travelled north in late March,
heard my first cuckoo in
only a handful of spring
Glencoe. When you throw
flowers had thrust their heads
otters, two species of eagle,
above the frosty soils, and >
Slavonian grebes and
flowers add colour to a grey,
wintery landscape.
This year, I saw my first sand
martin, swallow and house
martin on Mull, my first

Chris’s
Cycles
Your LOCAL Bike Shop

New & used bicycles
Electric bikes
BOSCH approved service centre

REPAIRS
SERVICING
MAINTENANCE
PARTS & ACCESSORIES
BUILDING SERVICE

www.chrisscycles.co.uk
Opening Hours
Mon-Fri 09.30 to 19.00
Sat 10.00 to 17.00
(or as advised on website / facebook)

Tel: 07970 152170

Email: admin@chrisscycles.co.uk

Evenjobb LD8 2SA

<<<
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We’re concentrating on
the wildlife of the Welsh
Marches, and investigating
natural hotspots on both
sides of the border.
It’s still early days as we’ve
only just started filming,
but displaying black grouse,
bubbling curlew and
sunbathing sand lizards
have already
“The hedge banks were full
been added to
of primroses and stitchwort, the list. Over the
forthcoming
and my lawn was a carpet
weeks, we’ll be
of beautiful dandelions”
visiting Fenns,
Whixall and Bettisfield
days, several species of
bumblebee were feasting on Mosses near Wrexham,
the plentiful supply of pollen Gronant Dunes near
and nectar, and I’m delighted Prestatyn, and the Wye Valley
near Chepstow, so, weather
to report that as I write,
permitting, we’ll be able
dozens of red mason bees
to add a lot more wildlife
are building their homes
to that list. As for the series
in my solitary bee boxes.
Usually my BBC Wales series itself, because we won’t
finish filming until January,
takes me to the wildest,
it’s unlikely to see the light
far-flung corners of this
of day before autumn 2023.
beautiful country, but this
I regularly mention my
year I’m pleased to say I’ll be
filming much closer to home. small pond in this column >
no African migrants had
arrived in Montgomeryshire.
When I returned home in
mid-April, how things had
changed. The local hedge
banks were full of primroses,
lesser celandine, dog violets
and stitchwort, and my lawn
was a carpet of beautiful
dandelions. On sunny

<<<
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pebbles on the pond floor as
they fight to gain and keep
a female. Once a bond has
been established, they use
their muscular tails to waft
pheromones,
“Once again, this year there
a kind of newt
sex scent,
are no frogs or toads in my
pond, but I shall not give up” towards the
females. Once
they’ve mated, the female
watching the mating
lays her eggs singly on the
behaviour of palmate newts.
leaves of aquatic vegetation.
The males, their ragged
I’ve watched several pairs
dorsal crests erect, chase
going through their >
each other around the few
and the joy it has brought
me over the years. This
spring has been no different
as I’ve spent many hours
staring into the clear water

JCA-1149 HARRYS BISTRO 2022 130 x 190mm.qxp 16/03/2022 10:12 Page 1

COME AND SEE US at our unique setting at the historic
Henllys Hall, just outside beautiful Beaumaris on the Island of
Anglesey, where you will ﬁnd a great choice of traditional and
contemporary food and service with a warm Harry’s welcome.

HARRY’S BISTRO IN BEAUMARIS

ALL ABOUT GOOD FOOD
You’ll ﬁnd our restaurant a unique and unhurried place to
enjoy our bistro style food, our award winning desserts and
our specially selected wines.
If you are visiting Anglesey on a Sunday our lunches are very
popular with visitors and Island residents.

Harry’s Bistro, Henllys Hall, Beaumaris, Anglesey LL58 8HU
Tel: 01248 812976 ~ Fax: 01248 812976 ~ Email: enquiries@harrysbistro.com ~ Web: www.harrysbistro.com

<<<
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ago I was horrified to learn
that words such as ‘conker’,
‘bluebell’ and ‘buttercup’
had been omitted from the
Oxford Children’s Dictionary
because they
“I was delighted to read
were no longer
recently that natural history deemed relevant
to the younger
is to be taught as an official
generation.
subject in English schools”
The new
Natural History course has
pools left behind by tractor
been championed by Mary
tyres, but for some reason,
Colwell, a wonderful lady
they’ve spurned my pond
who’s also campaigning to
for almost two decades. Rest
save breeding lapwings in
assured, I shall not give up,
the UK. So far, the course is
and in future I may create
confined to English schools
another pond in the hope
but I’m confident that
of attracting them.
with some more robust
I was delighted to read in
campaigning, natural history
the papers recently that the
will become a core subject in
UK Government has agreed
schools throughout the UK.
to the inclusion of natural
White-tailed eagles have
history as an official subject
featured prominently in
to be taught in English
the news in recent weeks,
schools. Over the past two
usually for all the wrong
generations, we’ve certainly
reasons. Young birds
become more detached
from the Isle of Wight
from nature and its many
reintroduction scheme >
benefits, and a few years
mating rituals but, once
again, this year there are no
frogs or toads in my pond. In
the past, I’ve seen frogspawn
in small, vegetation-deficient

<<<
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millions of pounds into the
west of Scotland every year
in the form of green tourism
and that many farmers and
landowners benefit by
diversifying
“Eagles bring millions of
into holiday
pounds into Scotland in
accommodation.
What’s badly
the form of green tourism”
needed is an
accurate assessment of live
irresponsible comments by
lamb predation so that the
Dorset MP Chris Loder, who
smaller crofters can be
said local police shouldn’t
waste their time investigating compensated. What’s not
needed is wild and inaccurate
the Dorset poisoning and
that eagles weren’t welcome accusations by MPs who
really should know better.
in the county.
To make matters worse,
the Western Isles SNP MP
ABOUT IOLO
Angus MacNeil has called for
a cull of white-tailed eagles
Iolo was born in Builth
because they predate on
Wells, Powys, and worked
lambs. While it’s true that
for the RSPB for 14 years
some pairs will take lambs,
before becoming a wildlife
there’s a great deal of debate presenter for the BBC on
as to just how many lambs
the likes of Springwatch.
are taken and whether
most are picked up dead as
• Got a question you’d
carrion. What is indisputable
like to put to Iolo? Email
is the fact that eagles bring
iolo@borderpublishing.com
have recently been found
poisoned on shooting
estates in Dorset and West
Sussex, as well as on the
island itself. This follows

<<<
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Call Us

Email Us

07912 537196

hello@brightandshine.co.uk

We sell wood ﬁred hot tubs, Kamado Joe & Masterbuilt
BBQ’s, Outdoor ﬁres, Everhot Electric range cookers
and much more! Based in Llanidloes Mid Wales.

Our wood ﬁred hot tubs are made
for carefree relaxation and offer
a break from the stresses and
strains of everyday life.

Availabl
e
to rent
or buy
brightandshine.co.uk

Welsh Lady Preserves is a
family-run business established
in 1966; makers of a wide range
of premium award-winning fruit
preserves, chutneys, sauces,
relishes and mustards, cooked
in traditional copper open pans.

W: www.welshladypreserves.com
E: info@welshladypreserves.com

Bryn, Y Ffor, Pwllheli, Gwynedd, LL53 6RL
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Summer
staycations

Relaxation is guaranteed at these rural
retreats in the beautiful Border countryside
words | Pru Allison

<<<
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RIVENDELL FARM,
CARMARTHENSHIRE
It doesn’t get much more rural
than staying on a farm, and
that’s what you can do here.
This rare-breeds farm sits amid
120 acres, and guests can enjoy
the farmland, animals and air
of serenity. Accommodation
is in glamping pods, with hot
tubs and barbecues. There’s
also a shop on site selling the
farm’s produce.
From £115 per night.
www.wigwamholidays.com/
rivendell-farm >

<<<
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BROOK HOUSE
FARM, SHROPSHIRE
This family-run bed and
breakfast provides a
bucolic place to stay in
camping pods or the
Georgian farmhouse
on the banks of the
River Severn between
Shrewsbury and
Welshpool. This is a haven
for walkers, as The Severn Way can be picked
up virtually from the doorstep.
Contact for prices. www.brookhousefarm.net >

Mid Wales Glamping Site - Now Open
Switch off and relax in our off grid Safari Tent, taking in the
beautiful views of the Radnorshire countryside.
We are set on top of Burfa Bank, an area steeped in history
with two ancient monuments within walking distance.

07940922778 | www.twovalleysretreat.co.uk
Two Valleys Retreat, Burfa Farm, Evenjobb, Presteigne, Powys, LD8 2SH

<<<
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BRYNTIRION
INN, GWYNEDD
If Snowdonia
beckons, then this
characterful inn will
make an ideal base.
Dating back to
1695, with a bar
brimming with real
ales and hearty
dishes, it’s certainly an
inviting prospect. There
are two en-suite guest
bedrooms, and dogs are
also welcome by prior

contents

arrangement (there’s ample
opportunity for walkies).
From £55 per night.
www.bryntirioninn.co.uk >

Welcome to Sunbank Bed & Breakfast
and Luxury Yurts
Sunbank Accommodation, Llangollen, North Wales, set on a
wooded hillside commanding spectacular views from every
window over the Vale of Llangollen, the River Dee and the
Shropshire Union Canal.

<<<

Bed & Breakfast and Luxury Yurts

Call Us On 07791 232029

The Barn, Sunbank, Llangollen, North Wales
sam@sunbankaccommodation.co.uk
www.sunbankaccommodation.co.uk
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TWO VALLEYS
RETREAT, POWYS
Those in search of a unique
getaway with family or a
group of friends will love the
glamping experience atop
Burfa Bank at Two Valleys
Retreat near Presteigne.
A canvas safari lodge provides
rustic-chic accommodation
for up to seven guests and
two dogs, complete with
a wood-fired hot tub.
From £185 per night.
www.twovalleysretreat.co.uk >

<<<
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BLACK MOUNTAIN
BREAKAWAY,
BRECON BEACONS
Tucked away behind the
Black Mountain in Brecon
Beacons National Park,
this pair of custom-made
shepherd’s huts makes for
a fabulously quirky getaway.
The duo combine to provide
bedroom, sitting area with
wood burner, kitchen and
shower room. The views
encompass sheep, hills, trees,
streams and not another soul.

contents

Contact for prices.
blackmountainbreakaway.co.uk >

What could be better than falling asleep under a sky
full of stars whilst listening to the gentle lapping of the
waters on our pleasure lake after a day exploring the
wonderful sights that Mid Wales has to offer.
There are various ways that you can enjoy your time
with us, pop into your camper and pitch up for a night
or ten in one of our seasonal pitches, spend the night
cuddled up in the cwtch our onsite camping pod, or opt
for the luxury and home comforts of our lovers lodge.

07970 092160
enquiries@springrockfishery.co.uk
www.springrockholidays.co.uk

<<<
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THE LOOK OUT,
SHROPSHIRE
With views of Ironbridge’s
famous gorge and a prime
position that puts it an
easy walk from the shops,
restaurants and landmarks,
this charming cottage makes
a delightful retreat. There’s
a light and airy living space
and a king-size bed in the
bedroom, as well as a garden
in which to relax, drink in
hand, on balmy days.

contents

From £60 per night.
www.thelookoutironbridge.com >

Black Mountain BreakAway
Self-catering shepherd huts

Black Mountain BreakAway is a self catering
holiday location in the Brecon Beacon’s
National Park.
Tucked away behind the Black Mountain in rural Wales,
the secluded site provides 2 custom-made shepherd
huts, creating one unit for your exclusive use.
This undiscovered part of Carmarthenshire is known
for its peaceful way of life, quiet roads and wonderful
night skies. If you want to take a break away from the
hustle of modern life this is the place.

T: 01550 740 163 M: 07779566778 E: bridgetmacaire@yahoo.co.uk
www.blackmountainbreakaway.co.uk

<<<
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GLYN VALLEY HOTEL,
DENBIGHSHIRE
Situated in the magical
Ceiriog Valley, this charming
inn makes a delightful
getaway. The amenities here
belie the hotel’s age, with
modern bedrooms and
a stylish bar area and
restaurant replete with real
ales and hearty meals rustled
up by the award-winning
chef. Expect to see their Trip
Advisor Traveller’s Choice
award proudly displayed.

Welcome to The Look Out, where your stay will
be fun, relaxing and memorable. The living area is
light and airy, the bedroom is warm and cosy with a
nice kingsize bed. Book the Look Out today or get
in touch for more information.
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Contact for prices.
www.glynvalleyhotel.com >

The views of the gorge are picturesque. The Look
Out is nestled a short walk from the world famous
Ironbridge and is a comfortable retreat that would
suit a couple looking for that romantic break.
info@thelookoutironbridge.com
Book online thelookoutironbridge.com
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THE BRYNTIRION INN

Boasting well appointed en-suite guest rooms,
The Bryntirion Inn, dating back to 1695, in the
ideal place to stop over when visiting the
picturesque Dee Valley region of north Wales,
just four miles from Lake Bala.
Tel: 01678 530205 | www.bryntirioninnbala.co.uk
Set in a stunning location overlooking the River Severn, Brookhouse Farm is a
5* B&B with Glamping, Camping and seasonal caravan pitches. Available for
venue hire including weddings & corporate retreats. Site includes a well stock
fishing pool and access to the River as well as The Potting Shed Cafe & Bar

CREW GREEN near SHREWSBURY, SHROPSHIRE SY5 98T
07969 627002 • julia@brookhousefarm.net • https://brookhousefarmonli.wixsite.com/brookhousefarm

<<<
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SUNBANK
ACCOMMODATION,
DENBIGHSHIRE
If you’re bringing the kids
along on your country
getaway, the self-catering
luxury yurts or The Cowshed
barn here are super options.
Located close to Llangollen
Canal and the banks of the
River Dee, the yurts can
accommodate four and The
Cowshed sleeps two. There’s
plenty to get stuck into –
bring your sense of adventure.

contents

From £180 for two nights in
the yurts; from £220 in The Cowshed.
sunbankaccommodation.co.uk >

A luxury glampsite in Herefordshire's
'Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty'
containing 4 canvas cottages with
wood burners, internal bathrooms
and hot tubs. Private access to the
river Wye. Dogs welcome.
E-Bikes • Paddleboarding
Fishing • Walking

07775713613
steph@naturesnestglamping.co.uk
www.naturesnestglamping.co.uk

<<<
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Peace & tranquility, perfectly located in the picturesque Ceiriog valley.

A dog-friendly Grade II listed building with gorgeous contemporary decor. Boasting modern,
elegant ensuite rooms, a bar and cosy restaurant with food created by our fabulous new chef.
Outside we offer a riverside bar & beer garden
Glyn Valley Hotel, Llanarmon Road, Glyn Ceiriog, Llangollen LL20 7EU • glynvalleyhotel.com • 01691 718896

Welcome to

Cefncilwg

Cefncilwg is a beautiful 17th
century property set in the
heart of the mesmerizing
countryside in Taliaris, Llandeilo.
A quiet escape from the
pressure of day to day life,
yet only a few miles from the
market town of Llandeilo.

@Cefncilwg
info@stayllandeilo.co.uk
07900671851
www.stayllandeilo.co.uk

<<<
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CEFNCILWG,
CARMARTHENSHIRE
Positioned close to the town
of Llandeilo, this 17th-century
farmhouse exudes character
and rural charm. There’s
ample accommodation for
families, with five bedrooms
sleeping up to 10 guests, and
two dogs are allowed, too.
Outside, there’s a children’s
play area where youngsters
will be eagerly watched by
the Shetland ponies and
alpacas in the field next door!
SPRINGROCK
HOLIDAYS, POWYS
There’s a choice of
accommodation at
SpringRock Holidays beside
Llandegley Rocks. The
luxury lodge makes an ideal
getaway for couples, plus
there’s a glamping pod
known as SpringRock Cwtch.
A pleasure lake enhances the
tranquil feel of the site, and
evenings are best spent
stargazing from the hot tub.
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Minimum three-night stay,
from £895. www.stayllandeilo.co.uk

Contact for prices.
www.springrockholidays.co.uk >
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NATURE’S NEST,
HEREFORDSHIRE
Should you fancy a walk
on the wild side, this Hereford
gem will do the trick. There
are four safari tents, each
sleeping up to six people,
and each with its own hot
tub. Guests have private
access to the River Wye, and
activities such as walking,
paddleboarding, cycling,
canoeing and wild swimming
are within easy reach.

contents

From £175 per night.
www.naturesnestglamping.co.uk

You’ll find Wigwam® Holidays
Rivendell Farm nestled in a valley all
of its own, one thousand feet above
sea level in the Carmarthenshire Hills.
The farm sits on one hundred acres of
beautiful, rolling Welsh countryside
— what better place to get away from
it all and get stuck into some serious
R&R time?

07534 630260

wigwamholidays.com/rivendell-farm

<<<
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Coming to a
river near you…

A year after a family of beavers was released in
Mid Wales, Charlotte van Praagh discovers how
these eco engineers could benefit the area
Photos: © Adobe Stock, © Montgomeryshire Wildlife Trust/Emyr Evans
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here’s a sniff, a scuffle and a gentle
splash as two eager rodents make for
the waters of their new Welsh home,
their flat, oar-shaped tails the last of their
bodies to disappear from view. The pair
of animals are Eurasian beavers, a father
and son, and their small steps represent a
giant leap for beaverkind, as their progress
could help bring these once-persecuted
creatures back to Wales.
One person lucky enough to witness
this historic spectacle was Powys-born
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Rare breed
Hunted to
extinction
in Wales,
beavers were
last seen here
400 years ago
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naturalist and Welsh Border
Life columnist Iolo Williams.
A fervent advocate of beaver
reintroduction, when he heard
of the plans to release a family
of the semi-aquatic mammals
into a purpose-built enclosure
in Montgomeryshire Wildlife
Trust’s Cors Dyfi Nature
Reserve, he was raring to
get involved.
“I actually phoned up to see
if I could go along to watch,
to be honest with you,” he
confides. “I knew it was a
seminal moment in Welsh
wildlife history and I wanted
to witness it.
“Then I had the honour
of being asked if I’d release
them,” Iolo smiles. “Standing
there, opening the crate and
watching the beavers enter
the water and disappear into
the reeds, was an amazing,
memorable moment.”
The event was a milestone
for myriad reasons. Not only
was it the first licensed
beaver release in Wales,

<<<
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Wildest dream Our own Iolo
Williams was honoured to be
asked to release the beavers
but the adult male – since
named Barti after a Welsh
pirate – is also an incredibly
rare black morph (beavers
are usually brown). The pair
came from Scotland, where
field biologist and beaver
expert Dr Roisin CampbellPalmer works to relocate the
creatures from conflict sites
as an alternative to lethal
control. Barti and his son
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Berti were caught and then underwent
health screening at Five Sisters Zoo in West
Calder before making the long journey
to Mid Wales. The adult female, Bedwen
– Berti’s mother – initially proved more
elusive, but was happily reunited with her
family in their new safe haven a couple of
weeks later. A little over a year on, the family
has settled in better than anyone dreamed.
Native to Britain, beavers would once have
been found in almost every freshwater
system in the Welsh Borders, until they were
hunted to extinction four centuries ago for
their fur, meat, and a musk-like substance in
their scent glands used to make perfume.
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“A little over
a year on,
the family
has settled
in better
than anyone
dreamed”

Fully
Mobile

CLINICS ALSO IN
ABERYSTWYTH,
SHREWSBURY,
NEWTOWN & WEM

Home
Visits
Available
Upon
Request

Ear Wax Trouble?
Sister Kate can help.
Sister Kate is a registered ENT Nurse
Specialist with over 20 years
experience who provides micro suction
treatments to help patients, adults &
children, remove excessive ear wax that
is causing a blockage that has resulted
in hearing loss or is causing unpleasant
feelings in the ear.

Sister Kate Ltd, Suite G-05. The Fort
Park Hall, Oswestry SY11 4AD

kate@sister-kate.co.uk | 07793 145 437 | 01691 888192 | sister-kate.co.uk
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But it was another attribute that brought
conflict beavers Barti, Berti and Bedwen
to Cors Dyfi – namely their innate ability
to alter their environment. The reserve is a
lowland peat bog, a precious and important
habitat that captures more carbon than
woodland, but it was once used as a conifer
plantation. Tricky terrain – which includes
tree stumps, ditches and swamp – renders
it practically impossible to manage using
human power alone. Radical rethinks of
restoring the peat bog have included water
buffalo, but then recently the ecosystem
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Beaver benefits
It’s hoped the
mammals will
improve the
water quality,
reduce flooding
and give eco
tourism a boost
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engineers came to the fore as the perfect
solution, thanks to their super treecoppicing skills.
It’s a mutually beneficial relationship,
too, as the Machynlleth reserve is
something of a beaver nirvana; it boasts
three interconnected pools, with deep
water and abundant willow and birch scrub
which the herbivores can forage and feed
on to their hearts’ content.
While visitors can only see the edge of
their seven-hectare enclosure, Cors Dyfi
will nevertheless act as an important
educational hub, with videos from the
cameras, interpretation and even,

contents

“The reserve
is a beaver
nirvana,
where the
herbivores
can forage
and feed to
their hearts’
content”

Helping You Feel Better
Massage is a tool to help heal. Whether it's stress,
illness or simply to pamper yourself, the benefits of
massage can be life changing.
Trained in Bangkok and fully qualified in the UK
you will get the best of both at Ned's. Situated in
an upstairs suite just off Oswestry's main car park.
Feel free to call and chat first before you book an
appointment , or just check out the website.
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in the future, evening-time beaver-watching
visits for the public.
And herein lies the link between this
beaver family and plans to hopefully release
10 pairs of the animals into the wild in the
River Dyfi catchment area.
“I’m a firm believer in the power of people
seeing wildlife first-hand,” explains Alicia
Leow-Dyke, who is the Welsh Beaver
Project Officer at Wildlife Trusts Wales.
“Plus, by having beavers in an enclosure,
it’s much easier to monitor them and
look at changes in the habitat. While it’s
on a small scale, we can extrapolate our
findings to a wider landscape setting,
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“By having
the beavers
in an
enclosure,
it’s easier
to monitor
them and
look at
changes in
the habitat”
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and ecological surveys will give us an idea
of biodiversity increases.”
Dating back to 2005, the Welsh Beaver
Project has been a long time in the making.
However, momentum seems to be building
and public support is strong. “When Natural
Resources Wales held a consultation for the
Cors Dyfi release, we ran a related e-action
and the feedback was overwhelming,” Alicia
tells us. “We were hoping for a few hundred
responses, but we ended up with 1,800!”
With the world facing joint crises of
climate change and biodiversity loss, both
Iolo and Alicia agree that reintroducing
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Special delivery
The beavers
arrive at Cors
Dyfi Nature
Reserve in
March 2021
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keystone species like beavers
is now more vital than
ever before. Indeed, these
industrious creatures could
be one of our secret
weapons in the climate fight.
“We hear terms such as
‘environmental engineers’
and ‘keystone species’
bandied around so much,
but that’s exactly what
beavers are,” says Iolo. “They
can alter a whole habitat and
create new wetland areas
which are invaluable for all

<<<
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kinds of aquatic plants,
invertebrates, fish,
amphibians and various
birds. In addition, beaver
dams improve water quality
by filtering out sediment,
and help alleviate flooding
in river systems. They could
also bring in a lot of money
in the form of green tourism.”
“Beavers perform a range of
invaluable habitat-improving
functions as part of their
natural behaviour – why
don’t we utilise them as a
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tool to help us in the fight
against climate change,”
adds Alicia.
It’s thanks to this huge
raft of environmental
benefits that conservation
organisations are now
working so hard to bring
beavers back; The Wildlife
Trusts released a record
number in 2021, with many
more releases in the pipeline.
One of these is planned in
Shrewsbury for some time
this year, in an enclosure
at an abandoned meander
of the River Severn, to help
manage the swampy
fenland site. Further up the
Border, a pair of beavers
at Hatchmere Lake Nature
Reserve are being monitored
by Cheshire Wildlife Trust
to measure their impact on
other wildlife. Meanwhile,
the Wilder Marches Project
aims to reintroduce beavers
into local river catchments,
such as the Wye and the
Lugg, in Shropshire,
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On the fence An enclosure
was built to ensure the
beavers can be monitored
Herefordshire, Radnorshire
and Montgomeryshire.
Alicia, who’s passionate
about the gentle giants,
is keen to differentiate
between releases into
enclosures, which so far make
up the majority of beaver
projects in Britain, and
reintroductions into the wild.
“There’s a question mark
over enclosed releases and
whether they should only
take place in areas where you
intend to release beavers
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back into the
wild,” she tells
us. “I think
enclosures
have an
important role
in terms of
building up
knowledge,
undertaking
a specific task
like habitat
management,
education
and people
engagement.
But sometimes
I worry they give off the
wrong message – that we can
only live alongside beavers
if they’re behind a fence.”
Reintroduction projects are
seldom without opposition;
while there’s much less
controversy surrounding
the return of herbivorous
beavers than say lynx, wolves
and bears, some in the
farming community are
concerned how they might
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Eco friendly It’s believed that
by reintroducing beavers,
many other species will benefit
reshape our rivers and affect
adjacent farmland. “There’s
a lot of misinformation out
there, which we need to
address,” explains Alicia.
“I’d love to see beavers back
in the Welsh landscape
as a wild, native species.
We understand there are
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concerns and
some conflict is
bound to arise,
but with beaver
management
measures in
place, we can
mitigate this.”
With a public
consultation on
reintroducing
beavers across
the border in
England at
the end of last
year, it seems
governments are finally
taking the topic seriously.
“With beavers, by bringing
back one species, we’d be
helping countless others,”
Alicia adds. “There certainly
aren’t many other creatures
you could say the same
about – it’s pretty amazing.”
For Iolo, whose childhood
was punctuated with
references to the rodents,
seeing beavers back in his
homeland isn’t just about
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Soft spot There are plans for
guided visits to the beavers,
so you could spy one yourself
conservation but what it
means for him personally, too.
“To see beavers back in
Wales would mean regaining
something magnificent we
lost more than 400 years
ago,” says Iolo. “As a child I was
brought up first-language
Welsh and a lot of my early
reading featured beavers,
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from the tales of the
Mabinogion to the Laws
of Hywel Dda. When I go for
walks along the river, I get
excited if I see a dipper
or a kingfisher – and it’s
a red-letter day if I see an
otter. Imagine the possibility
of walking along the river
and coming across a beaver
lodge, dam or even a
wild beaver!
“When I’m much older,”
continues Iolo, “if I’m able to
sit quietly on the riverbank
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with my grandchildren
and watch beavers at work,
I’ll die happy.”
For more information
on the Welsh Beaver Project,
visit northwaleswildlife
trust.org.uk/welshbeaver
project or follow them on
Facebook @beaverafanc
To plan a visit to the
Cors Dyfi Nature Reserve,
visit montwt.co.uk/naturereserves/cors-dyfi

LUXURY SUSTAI N ABLE FAMILY HOLIDAY S IN PEMBROKESHIRE

RE NE W YO U R SEL F AND T H E PL ANET AT T H ESE D EL I G H T F U L 5 -ST AR C OTTA G ES.
E N JOY PE M BR O KESH I R E AT I T S BEST , O NL Y 3 M I L ES F R O M NEW G AL E !

W WW. ECO - B A RNS.CO.UK
STAY@ EC O -B ARN S.CO.UK
01 3 4 8 8 3 1 7 8 1 /0 7786 266248
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Posh picnics
Does your picnic repertoire require a
pick-me-up? These deluxe dishes are all
perfect for alfresco dining on a checked
blanket in the country – and there’s not
a soggy sandwich in sight
words | Charlotte van Praagh
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P

acking up a hamper filled with
goodies to enjoy alfresco, in a lovely
countryside setting, has always been
a quintessentially British pastime. And
the traditional picnic has become more
popular than ever since the pandemic –
as so many of our gatherings have been
enjoyed outdoors – with simple sarnies
swapped out for scrumptious salads and
home-baked sweet treats.
There are a few secrets to a posh picnic.
Aside from investing in a nice hamper,
a generously sized blanket and some stylish
reusable cutlery, cups and plates – better
for the environment and the experience! –
it’s all down to choosing summery recipes
that are packed with flavour but travel well
and are easy to eat outdoors. Concentrate
on quick dishes you can whip up the
morning of your picnic, but with a couple
of bites that can be made a day or two in
advance. Depending on the size of your
group, opt for one crowd-pleasing dessert,
a drink and at least three savoury sides.
All these recipes are quick and easy
to make, but celebrate the season with
vibrant colours and fresh flavours. What’s
more, they can be made in advance or
on the day, and can be tweaked to suit
meat-eaters or vegetarians. >
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Mini watercress
quiches

Beetroot couscous and
chilli mint halloumi

Spinach and feta
veggie rolls

Rhubarb crumble
squares
73
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Mini watercress quiches
Quick and easy – both to make and devour – these
bitesize morsels are perfect picnic fare

MAKES 9
INGREDIENTS
3 large tortillas
6 free-range
eggs
30g watercress,
roughly chopped

<<<

2 slices honey roast
ham, cut into
squares (leave out
for vegetarians)
5 cherry tomatoes,
halved

METHOD
1. Preheat the oven to 180°C/160°C
fan/gas 4. Use a 12cm round cookie
cutter to cut out 9 circles from your
tortilla wraps. Push these into the
holes of a muffin tin.
2. Crack your eggs into a bowl, >
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season with salt and pepper and whisk.
Add the watercress and mix.
3. Tip the egg mix into a jug and pour
carefully into the tortilla cases, not quite
filling to the top. Place a square of ham
on top of each, then top with half a cherry
tomato. Place the quiches into the
preheated oven for 10 mins, or until the
egg is set and cooked through.
4. Remove from the oven and allow to
cool for five mins before removing from
the muffin tin. When completely cool,
pack for your picnic or store in the fridge
until needed.
Recipe and image courtesy of
www.watercress.co.uk >

Oswestry’s Multi-award-winning pub
6 Cask Beer lines
11 Craft Beer lines
3 Draught Cider
lines
100 Gins
Dozens of Whiskeys,
Rums, Vodkas and
other spirits.
Extensive wine
range
Large range of soft
drinks
Dog friendly

Society of Independent
Brewers (SIBA)
UK’s Best
Independent Craft
Beer Pub/Bar – Rural:
Finalist 2022, Finalist
2021, Winner 2020,
Finalist 2018.
Campaign for Real Ale
(CAMRA)
Shrewsbury & West
Shropshire Market
Towns Pub of the
Year: Winner 2022,
2020, 2019, 2018 and
2017
TripAdvisor
Travellers’ Choice:
2020

Certificate of
Excellence: 2019, 2018,
2017
Oswestry Pub Scene
Best Pub, Best
Atmosphere,
Friendliest Staff 2021
Oswestry Life Magazine
Local Hero Awards:
2020 Winner
Customer
Service/Diversificat
ion
Dogbuddy/Rover
West Midlands Most
Dog Friendly Pub
Winner 2017

baileyhead.co.uk
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Beetroot couscous and
ch illi mint halloumi
This gorgeous summer salad is bursting with
flavour and it travels really well, too >

<<<
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Beetroot couscous
and chilli mint
halloumi

SERVES 4
INGREDIENTS
4½tbsp olive oil
1 lemon, juiced and
½ zested
¼tsp chilli flakes,
or to taste
150g halloumi,
cut into 1cm slices
100g couscous
½ tin chickpeas,
roughly chopped
125g cherry tomatoes,
quartered
1tbsp (15g) parsley,
finely chopped
1tbsp (15g) mint,
finely chopped
50g watercress
250g pack cooked
beetroot, drained and
cut into cubes
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METHOD
1. In a shallow bowl, mix 3tbsp of the olive oil, the lemon
zest and chilli flakes (adjust the chilli to suit). Turn the
halloumi in the mixture and set aside.

2. To prepare your couscous, put in a large bowl with 1tbsp
olive oil and a pinch of salt. Pour over boiled water to cover
the couscous by 1cm, cover with a plate and set aside to
soak for 10 mins.
3. Lift the halloumi out of its oil and fry in a non-stick frying
pan over a medium heat, without moving around, for
approx. 2 mins, until starting to colour. Then turn it and fry
for 1-2 mins. Transfer to a plate.
4. Fluff the couscous up with a fork. Mix in the chopped
chickpeas, cherry tomatoes, parsley and half of the mint.
Season and add the lemon juice to taste, then add a little
more olive oil.
5. Gently mix in the watercress and, finally, the beetroot
(very lightly, so it doesn’t turn it all too pink!) before
popping in the halloumi and remaining mint.
COOK’S TIP Chicken or Parma ham make delicious additions
to this salad, should you wish.
Recipe and imagery courtesy of www.riverford.co.uk >
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COOK’S TIP
To make these picnic
rolls carnivore-friendly,
add some tiny cubes of
diced chorizo with the
onion and spices.

Spinach and feta
veggie rolls

A veggie take on sausage rolls that’s packed with taste and
uses ready-made shortcrust pastry for speed >
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Spinach and feta veggie rolls

MAKES 4-8
INGREDIENTS
2 onions, peeled and
finely sliced
3 garlic cloves, peeled
and finely sliced
1tbsp cumin seeds
1tbsp olive oil
2 carrots, peeled and
coarsely grated
200g baby leaf
spinach
200g feta
flour, for dusting
300g ready-made
shortcrust pastry
1 free-range egg
2tbsp omega seed mix

<<<

METHOD
1. Preheat oven to 200°C/180°C fan/gas 6. Over a medium
heat, fry the onion, garlic and cumin seeds in olive oil, with
a little salt and pepper, for 10 mins until glossy and starting
to soften. Add the grated carrot and cook for 3 mins more.
2. Add the spinach, stir in and then fry for 5 mins or until
the excess moisture has evaporated.
3. Take the veg mixture off the heat and transfer to a bowl.
Crumble in the feta cheese and stir to combine, tasting and
adjusting seasoning. Pop on one side to cool.
4. Dust work surface with flour. Roll out the pastry to make
a large, thin rectangle approx 35cm x 25cm in size.
5. Beat the egg in a bowl, and use to brush the surface
of the pastry (save some for glazing). Spoon the cooled
vegetable and feta mixture into a line along the middle
of the pastry. Fold pastry sides over the filling until they
overlap and press together. Carefully roll the pastry so that
the seam is on the bottom. Slice into 4-8 pieces (depending
on how big you’d like your veggie rolls to be), and carefully
transfer the rolls onto a baking tray lined with baking paper.
6. Brush the remaining egg over the top of the rolls and
sprinkle with the mixed seeds. Slide the rolls into the oven
and bake for 35-40 mins, until deep golden brown in colour
and crispy.
7. Allow to cool before packing up or storing in the fridge
(for up to three days).
Recipe and imagery courtesy of www.abelandcole.co.uk >
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Rhu barb crumble squares

The perfect picnic pud, these crumbles squares are scrummy
as they are, or take a little crème fraiche for total decadence
INGREDIENTS
8 stalks of rhubarb,
sliced into 2cm
chunks
3-4tbsp caster
sugar (for the
rhubarb)
½ vanilla pod
(optional)
250g plain white
flour

<<<

2cm chunk of fresh
ginger, peeled and
grated
125g caster sugar
pinch of sea salt
125g organic
butter
large handful of
almonds, roughly
chopped

METHOD
1. Preheat oven to 190°C/170°C/gas 5.
Warm a pan and add the rhubarb, 3-4tbsp
sugar and vanilla (if using). After a few
seconds, sprinkle in 2-3tbsp of water. Stir.
2. Let it simmer until it becomes a compote
with soft chunks of rhubarb going through
it. Add more water as it cooks, if needed.
Taste and add more sugar, too, if need be.
Set aside to cool. >
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Rhu barb crumble squares

3. Add the flour, ginger, sugar, salt and
butter to your food processor and pulse
until the mixture resembles breadcrumbs.
4. Transfer half of the mixture to a bowl
and fold in the almonds to make your
crumble topping.
5. Whizz the rest of the mixture left
in the food processor until it forms
a ball. Add 1tbsp water to help bring it
together. Tip into a square cake tin (line
it with parchment paper first if it doesn’t
have a removable base). Using the palm

of your hand, press the pastry-like
dough into the base.
6. Bake the bottom shortbread layer
for 15 mins, until golden. Let it cool
a little then spread the rhubarb compote
over it. Scatter the crumble topping
evenly over the top. Return to the oven
and bake for about 25 mins, until crispy
and golden. Cool completely before
cutting into squares.
Recipe and imagery courtesy of
www.abelandcole.co.uk >

V I N E YA R D

TOURS & TASTINGS
Set amongst Herefordshire’s hopyards and cider orchards,
we make award-winning still and sparkling wines, brandy
and cider. Come and visit the vineyards; bring your friends
and relations; have a taste of everything and choose your
favourites to enjoy at home. Open for tours & tastings from
April to October. Visit our website for more details and to
make a booking. Or call to arrange a time.
01885 490 768
jeanie@fromevalleyvineyard.co.uk
Paunton Court, Bishops Frome, Herefordshire, WR6 5BJ

www.fromevalleyvineyard.co.uk
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Hom emade lemonade
and pink lemonade

Taking some chilled summery drinks in retro swing-top glass
bottles will make the whole affair seem even more sophisticated
INGREDIENTS
6 unwaxed lemons, zested
and juiced, plus extra slices
125g granulated sugar
1 ltr sparkling water
For pink lemonade add:
100g raspberries
strawberries, halved, to serve
METHOD
1. Put the zest in a pan with the sugar
and 400ml water. Bring to the boil over
a low heat, stirring to dissolve the sugar.
Once boiling, add the lemon juice and
immediately remove from heat.
2. Leave to cool, then strain into a bottle
with sparkling water and lemon slices.
3. To make pink lemonade, add the
raspberries at the same time as the
lemon zest, and add halved strawberries
to the bottle, instead of lemon slices.
4. Chill until ready to serve.
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FEATURE

Thanks to Dogs Trust
Shrewsbury, hundreds
of hopeful hounds are
settled into loving homes
each year. Charlotte van
Praagh meets some of
the volunteer fosterers
providing love, cuddles
and a warm, soft bed

<<<

A

pair of big, beautiful
eyes peer from the
kennel and a fluffy
tail starts to wag as Georgie,
one of the many pooches
currently at Dogs Trust
Shrewsbury, hopes that
today is the day she finds
her special someone.
Rescue centres, like Dogs
Trust Shrewsbury, are >
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Home from home

currently packed full of
canines looking for new
forever homes with loving
families. Every year, hundreds
of big-hearted animal lovers
give a rescue dog a new
life, but the path to these
animals’ new homes is
made so much smoother
by volunteer foster carers –
of which more are needed.
Vickie Plant is the
coordinator of the Home
from Home fostering
scheme. She set up the
programme in 2016 after
seeing its success at other
branches. Not only does
fostering mean dogs
continue to enjoy a home
life and get lots of TLC,
it also frees up kennel space,
meaning more dogs in need
can be cared for.
“Dogs settle much better if
they’re rehomed from a home
rather than from kennels,”
says Vickie. “While they get
everything they need in
kennels, it’s not a home.
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Paw things Some of the dogs are
strays rescued from overseas
“The fostering programme
is wonderful for dogs with
medical needs or who need
to recover after surgery,” she
says. “It’s also great for
puppies or juveniles who
need more space to burn
off energy. And it’s hugely
beneficial for older dogs;
after living in a home all their
lives, kennels is the scariest
place in the world.”
Dogs end up in rescue
centres for a myriad of >
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FABRICS, FURNITURE AND SOFT FURNISHINGS
12 Ashcroft Road, Cirencester GL7 1QX | 01285 831437
enquiries@vanessaarbuthnott.co.uk | www.vanessaarbuthnott.co.uk
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reasons, but most commonly
because of owner ill health or
death, or a change in living
or working arrangements.
Any dog that’s experienced
such upheaval will take a while
to adjust, and a foster home
speeds up this process. It’s also
of benefit when it comes to
learning about their behaviour, which helps
the Dogs Trust team find a long-term match.
“We find out so much more about the
dogs, such as if they’re house-trained,
good in the car and happy around children
or other pets,” says Vickie.
So how do you become a dog fosterer?
The main proviso is that a fosterer has
transport and is prepared to bring the
dog back to the centre regularly for vet
appointments and to meet potential new
owners, so proximity to the centre is crucial.
They also have to be at home for most of
the day, so it’s ideal for the self-employed,
those who work from home or retirees.
Animals might stay with a foster family for
a couple of weeks or a few months, and all
food, bedding and medicine is provided
– so there are no costs for the foster carer.
“We do take fosterers with other dogs,
with cats, with children – as that way we >
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Happy home
The dedicated
Dogs Trust teams
care for hundreds
of dogs a year
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Foster care
Volunteers like
Martin and Mary
help dogs get
used to being
in a house again,
to make the
transition from
kennels to their
forever home
much easier
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know we could rehome that dog in any of
those situations,” adds Vickie. “But we have
greater need for foster homes with no
children or other canines, as some of our
dogs need quieter homes.”
Martin and Mary Cowell’s home provides
just such a peaceful haven. The retired
couple from Newport in Shropshire
first became fosterers for Dogs Trust
Shrewsbury in 2017, after their own dog
died and a neighbour mentioned the
scheme. Since then, they’ve fostered
40 dogs and can’t recommend it enough.
“Our first dog was an absolute sweetie –
a Welsh Collie pup. Our own dog had been
elderly, then all of a sudden we had this >
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mad puppy, so it was a shock
to the system initially,” laughs
Martin. “We did all her firsts
– first walk, first meeting
other people, all the nice
things. We even took her to
the seaside. It was a privilege.”
The role of the fosterer is
not to train the dog – so no
special skills are required –
just to provide food, cuddles
and routine and get them
used to a house again.
“Last year we had this
old Black Labrador called
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Kuroguro (‘black’ in
Japanese),” Martin tells us.
“She’d lost a companion dog
in the family and then her
owner had died. At first, she
was really sad, but she was
the sweetest dog – I really
fell for her. When she was
rehomed, we got feedback
from Vickie about how much
her new owner adored her.
It felt wonderful to boost her
up before her new life.”
Martin and Mary have
had dogs of all breeds >
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and ages, but there are
universal telltale signs that
they’re settling. “They don’t
usually sleep in front of you
like a relaxed dog would,
so I always feel happy when
I hear them snoring,” says
Mary. “They also need to feel
comfortable to play, so when
they first pick up a toy, that’s a good sign.”
Other than the possibility of untrained
dogs making a mess, and a bit of travelling,
there’s only one main drawback the couple
have found with fostering – and that’s
saying goodbye. >

Trust fund
Dogs Trust
Shrewsbury
rely on donations
to help dogs
in need

Green Hollow Veterinary Surgery is
a country practice catering for pets,
exotic pets, farm animals and
horses. We pride ourselves on our
friendly, personal service.
Nr. Shrewsbury, Shropshire

01939 261 216

www.greenhollowveterinarysurgery.co.uk
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“You form a bond with the
dogs really quickly, so it can
be rather heartbreaking
when you have to give them
back,” says Martin.
“But you can’t sit around
and wallow over the dog
you’ve given back, as there’s
another dog that needs the
comfort of a good home,”
adds Mary.
It’s this thought that drives
Jane Pederick, a divorcée
with grown-up children who
fits her fostering around her
part-time job in social care.
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Furry fun The centre has 30 acres
of land for dogs to run and play
She’s been a fosterer for
Wales-based Many Tears
Animal Rescue for 15 years
and finds it so fulfilling she
moved house to be closer to
the centre, so she could take
more of the challenging
dogs, with trauma or severe
behavioural issues.
“Because I’ve seen where
many of the dogs come from
– whether from breeders or,
increasingly, from Romania >
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where there’s a real problem
with strays – and the
conditions are so appalling,
it’s just the best thing in the
world seeing them going to
a lovely new home,” she says.
Because of past experiences,
dogs can be very wary of
people and it can take a lot
of work from the fosterer to
rebuild trust. But this makes
it even more fulfilling when
they’re successfully rehomed.
“I fostered a big crossbreed
called George for a year,”
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Jane tells us. “He wasn’t keen
on people and when he
finally had an application,
I spoke with his new owners
extensively before the meet
and greet. I had no clue how
it was going to go, but after
I dropped him off at Many
Tears, I turned around and
saw George look at his new
owner, Martin, put his paws
on his shoulders, look him in
the face and lick him, before
sitting down next to him as
if to say, ‘That’s my dad’. >
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They lost him
recently, after
nine years.”
Despite the
challenges, Jane,
like many dog
fosterers, couldn’t
imagine not
opening her
home to a
canine in need.
“I love it. Even
after 15 years, I still get excited when I get
a new dog; I still get tears in my eyes seeing
them play with a toy or lie in a soft bed for
the first time,” she smiles. “Many adopters
send pictures so you can see how the dog
is getting on. When you see them curled
up in bed in a warm kitchen, it’s wonderful.
That’s how animals should be treated.”

contents

Fairy-tail
endings Many
Tears Animal
Rescue has a long
history of caring
for canines

For more information about
becoming a dog fosterer for Dogs Trust
Shrewsbury, visit www.dogstrust.org.uk/
rehoming/fostering, or email
HFHShrewsbury@dogstrust.org.uk
To foster with Carmarthenshirebased Many Tears Animal Rescue,
visit www.manytearsrescue.org

<<<
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Give a dog a home
These handsome hounds are all looking for
forever families – that could be with you!

DINKY
Dinky is a 12-yearold whippet who’s
shy at first but
comes out of her
shell with a gentle
approach. She’s
looking for a quiet
home without
children and a
secure garden as
she’s still very fast!

BHUNA
One-year-old
chihuahua cross
Bhuna is a sweet,
timid girl who’s
looking for a loving,
quiet home with
patient owners and
no young children,
as too much traffic
or noise makes
her anxious.

ASH
Beautiful 13-yearold Siberian husky
Ash is looking for
a quiet home with
owners who are
around most of the
time – and who
perhaps have
another dog – as
she doesn’t like
to be alone.

Dogs Trust
Shrewsbury.
dogstrust.org.uk/
our-centres/
shrewsbury

Dogs Trust
Shrewsbury.
dogstrust.org.uk/
our-centres/
shrewsbury

Dogs Trust
Shrewsbury.
dogstrust.org.uk/
our-centres/
shrewsbury

<<<
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Give a dog a home

BOBBY
Bobby is a fouryear-old papillon
who’s affectionate,
playful and loves a
cuddle on the sofa.
He can be an only
dog or live with
other waggy-tailed
friends – but needs
an owner who has
time for him.

SOLO
Three-year-old
Solo is an energetic
collie who arrived
at the centre feeling
anxious, but has
had his confidence
boosted in fostering.
He’d like an active
home where he
can get plenty of
exercise and learn
how to trust.

Many Tears
Animal Rescue.
Many Tears
Tel: 01269 843084. Animal Rescue.
www.manytears
www.manytears
rescue.org
rescue.org

<<<

JOHNNY
Cocker spaniel
Johnny is three
years old and loves
long walks. He’s
looking for a home
without cats or
children. He could
be rehomed as an
only dog but would
ideally like the
companionship
of other canines.
Many Tears
Animal Rescue.
www.manytears
rescue.org
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Portrait
of the artist
We chat to Herefordshire-based
JILL CROWTHER about her work
and her influences
words | Pru Allison

<<<
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Saffy. More recently, though,
she’s also been looking to the
skies. “I’ve become fascinated
with birds – ravens, magpies
and smaller birds as well.”
Jill’s surroundings haven’t
always been this bucolic –
she was born in London –
but she has always been
artistic. She worked in a bank
for 25 years, but during that
time attended art courses
and classes to
“My work is a true expression keep her hand in.
of the child in me – that
Now that she has
devoted herself
willingness to experiment”
to her artistic
endeavours, Jill is able to
fascinated by flowers and
hark back to her youth.
seed heads and like to play
“My work is a true expression
with my interpretation of
them. Their colour, shape and of the child in me,” she
smiles. “That enthusiasm
form through the different
that children have, their
growth stages appeals
willingness to explore
to me.” There’s certainly
and experiment.
no shortage of
These attributes are
botanical inspiration
essential to my work.
for Jill to draw on
I never really know
around the village of
how a piece of work
Much Cowarne where
will turn out.” >
she lives with her cat,
y surroundings
definitely
influence
my artwork,” confides
Herefordshire artist Jill
Crowther (below), who works
in a variety of mediums,
including acrylics, oils,
pastels and watercolours.
“I focus on flora and fauna,
with the occasional
landscape. I’m endlessly

<<<
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Oenathe Silaifolia
“Myself and other local
artists are working with the
Herefordshire Wildlife Trust,
depicting the flora and fauna
that exists in the wilder side
of the city. This image is of
a wildflower commonly
found near the River Lugg.
It’s one of three and is a
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watercolour with spray inks.
The look I wanted was of a
pressed flower book. I love
the background, colour and
the overall composition. It
requires a leap of faith when
you spray water and inks
onto the paper. You have
to work quickly – with your
thoughts and your hands!” >
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Abstract
Dragonflies
“This is a purely
abstract piece using
lots of different
mediums. I used
glitter glue – it’s
unashamedly
commercial! The
process used was
to play with the
mediums and see
what was possible
with them.” >

<<<
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Bees in Orange
“Another one inspired by the
natural world, which will be
exhibited later in the year for
the Herefordshire Wildlife
Trust. I wanted to delve into
the hive, using a background
that was infinitesimal, with
the bees hovering above,
and the occasional depiction
of honeycomb to tie it >
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together. The decision to
make this piece was the
result of closer inspection of
our wildlife, and in particular
their fragility at the present
time. I used several different
techniques, tools and sizes
of brush, and the colour
was applied in several
coats so that it stood out,
especially the white.” >

Welsh
WelshBorder
BorderLife
Life| Summer
| Winter 2021
2022
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Edwardian Locomotives

Friendly Staff

Stunning Scenery

Please visit
our website
for timetable
& bookings

First Class Option

Photos Courtesy John R Jones, Geoff Griffiths and Gareth Griffiths

STUNNING SCENERY FROM THE COAST TO THE CAMBRIAN MOUNTAINS

RHEILFFORDD CWM RHEIDOL VALE OF RHEIDOL RAILWAY
info@rheidolrailway.co.uk
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01970 625 819

www.rheidolrailway.co.uk
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Magical Tree
“I created this mostly from
imagination, but also drew
inspiration from the apple
trees that are in abundance
here in Herefordshire. This is
a playful piece where a great
amount of experimentation
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took place using coloured
glues with glitter in them –
I definitely went back to my
childhood here! My favourite
part is the ravens in the
top-left-hand corner, where
I decided to put red hearts
on the outside of the birds.” >
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Circles
“My favourite thing about
this is the colours used,
which all contrast with each
other. The piece started with
the basic background of
blue, then I added the circles,
which in turn created other
shapes as I went along, and
then I coloured them in for
more definition. The story
behind this one was me
wanting to play with shape,
colour and form.” >

Ltd

Antiques, Interiors &
Collectables Auction
fortnightly on Tuesdays
at 10.30am.
June 7th & 21st | July 5th & 19th | August 2nd, 16th & 30th

29 Holt Street, Wrexham LL13 8DH • Tel: 01978 353553
email: auctions@wingetts.co.uk • www.wingetts.co.uk
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Dragonflies III
“As the title suggests, I’m
endlessly fascinated by this
formidable hunter! I love to
spend time watching them
in my garden, hovering over
the pond, with their greenblue wings shining in the
sunlight. This piece was
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produced by making
the background seem
infinitesimal, this time using
coloured inks that have
a great way of reproducing
strong, pure colour. The
dragonflies were drawn
with a fine-nib felt pen
and coloured with inks.” >
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On the Move
“Geese flying over my house
inspired this work. It was
produced on a box canvas,
and the base colour used
was white gesso, with
blue acrylic added then
applied with a palette
knife. The birds were carved
from memory into the
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wet gesso. When dry,
the birds were then painted
white and black with
shading. I had to be ‘in
the moment’ with this one
and everything came
together in my head.”
Jill Crowther Art
www.jillcrowtherart.co.uk
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✴✴✴
Independent family 3* hotel has had a major make-over during
the lockdown. Great food from one of Wales’ leading chefs,
wines imported direct from the vineyards, real ales, real ﬁres.
Ideal for exploring the mountains and coast.
Children & dogs welcome.
Cycle lock-up.

01654 702941 | croeso@wynnstay.wales | www.wynnstay.wales
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Growing gains
Harvesting your own home-grown veg is
better for your health and your budget. June
Cynthia spills the beans on how to get started

<<<
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Complete garden design
service provided for:
•
•
•
•

Large Gardens
Cottage gardens
Courtyard gardens
Planting schemes

Please get in touch:
www.gigiluscombe.co.uk
gardens@gigiluscombe.co.uk
T: 07516 728971

NICKY TRANTER TREE CARE
Tree climbing specialists
For all types of tree
and hedge work
Mobile: 07758 180 669 Eve: 01547 520 075
Email: nickytrantertreecare@mail.com

<<<
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Put down roots Your
harvested veg will keep for
months in a cool, dry place

G

iven the rising cost
of food, growing your
own fruit and veg
could cut your shopping
bills. And if you give it a go,
trust me, you’ll never look
back. Not only are there zero
miles involved when you
harvest for you and your
family, your food will also be
organic and taste incredible.
It really doesn’t matter if
you don’t have room for
an area dedicated to raised

<<<

vegetable beds – you can
even grow produce in pots
on a redundant concrete
area of your garden or on
a balcony. Use large tubs,
old dustbins or just plain
wooden boxes picked up
from your local market
or greengrocer.
There’s also the option of
renting an allotment site or
joining a community garden
scheme, thus making lots of
new green-fingered friends >
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in the process. So why
not make this the year
you start to feed your
family delicious homegrown vegetables.

CREATE YOUR
OWN VEG PATCH

You can use many
different receptacles to
grow vegetables, but if
you have space in your
garden for a set of raised
beds, then these are a
great option; go to your
local garden centre or
look online to purchase
flat-packs. They’re easy
to construct and one or two
beds can be put together
quite easily in one day.
You can also purchase
new railway sleepers from
a builders’ merchant for a
more robust version. Note,
though, that these will take
a little longer to construct
and you might need to
use a chainsaw to cut the
timbers to size.

<<<

Higher purchase Buy flat-pack
raised beds and you can create
a veg patch in just one day
Most raised bed flat-packs
are already treated so
there’s no need for further
wood treatment. They can
come in different heights,
too – the higher ones being
useful for the elderly, the
disabled or wheelchair
users to access. >
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Make sure to always lay a
sheet of thick black plastic
on to the site where your
beds are to be built. This
prevents weeds from
growing up from the base.
Use more thick black
plastic to line the insides
of your beds, too, stapling
the plastic to the wood as
far to the top as you can, to
help prolong the life of the
timber. If you can, throw a
few bits of hardcore into the
base of the beds to help
with drainage.
Fill your vegetable beds
with good-quality topsoil

<<<
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Take it easy Raised beds keep
weeds at bay and make
harvesting simpler, too
but mix with good organic
compost such as well-rotted
cow or horse manure.
Always keep your vegetable
beds free from weeds,
weeding by hand if you
want organic produce.
Remember to feed your
crops and water regularly,
particularly in hot spells.
You may need a raised
netting cover to prevent
butterflies and pigeons from
spoiling your produce. >
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Also, a nice idea is to
separate your beds into
zones for rooted crops,
salads, herbs, etc. Note that
if you’re growing mint or
lemon balm, sink a large box
or pot into the soil and plant
them in that. All mints and
lemon balm are notorious
for taking over the whole
area with their roots, but
containing them can prevent
this from happening. Turn
the page for more info on
growing herbs. >
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You can’t beat the flavour
of home-grown veg

SHROPSHIREʼS LEADING
INDEPENDENT TIMBER MERCHANT

•
•
•
•

Railway sleepers treated and untreated
Oak untreated sleepers now available New Oak Beams
Fencing materials and accessories Wooden Gates
Quality decking Stocks of sawn timber & plywood

G.S & P.A
Reeves Ltd

Phone: 01939 232 440 / 233812 | www.gsreeves.co.uk
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HERBS

l Parsley, chives,
rosemary, fennel,
dill, sage and thyme
are great for cooking
with. Lemon balm,
pineapple mint,
peppermint mint
and apple mint are
particularly good
for making teas
and for sprucing
up cocktails.
l Sweet basil,
coriander and
oregano are a must
but are less hardy
than the herbs listed
above and may need
to be grown under
glass from autumn
onwards. Parsley, if grown
from seed, needs a lot of
warmth to germinate.
Once established, though,
it copes well, even in winter.
However, you might find it
easier to purchase pots of
ready-grown parsley. Two
or three pots planted and

<<<

Easy pickings Grow herbs in pots
by the back door so they’re close
to hand when you’re cooking
grown together soon make
an established clump.
l A lot of these herbs can
be frozen. Chop and place
in ice cube trays, then top >
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with water and
place in the freezer.
This is useful if you
have an excess of
herbs, and they
can then be used
in soups or stews all
through the winter.
l It’s a good idea
to grow calendula
among all your
crops, as these wonderful
plants act as a natural
deterrent to pests such
as greenfly.
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l June Cynthia is an RHS Chelsea
Flower Show gold medallist and
an award-winning florist

>
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WALKS

Peaks & picnics
©AdobeStock

MATTHEW PIKE works up an appetite
with these two walks to high-up places
– perfect for a lofty alfresco lunch

<<<
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Grand tor The rocky outcrops
of Stiperstones ridge formed
480 million years ago
at these lofty altitudes will
feel heavenly.
The first walk is up Sugar
Loaf, an iconic mountain
above the pretty
Monmouthshire town of
Abergavenny. It’s the most
southerly peak in the Black
Mountains range of Brecon
Beacons National Park, and
has a conical shape (though
is not a volcano). From the
top you can see the highest
summits in the Brecon
Beacons, as well as the >
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T

here are two rules
that every walker
and hiker must learn.
The first is that food always
tastes better outdoors.
Goodness knows why,
it just does, and that’s why
we all go mad for a picnic.
The second is that you
have to earn your feast – you
can’t just shovel it all down
in the first 10 minutes. Well,
you can, and I have done,
but I always regret it because
not only is food more
delicious once the hard
work is done, it’s also a great
incentive to actually do the
hard work in the first place.
For these reasons, our two
walks this issue both involve
a bit of a climb. Not as much
as their summit heights
suggest – the start points
are pretty high, too – but
enough to ensure you’re
ready for your nosh once
you’re at the top. Pick a hot
day, and you’ll find the
cooler air and the breeze
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Bristol Channel and the
Cotswolds. And despite
its pointy summit, there’s
plenty of grassland on which
to spread out your picnic
blanket and admire the
expansive views, perhaps
with the odd swallow and
skylark for company.
Shropshire is the location
for our second walk – the
broad Stiperstones ridge,
with its famous rocky
outcrops providing an
excellent skyline.

contents

After a gentle ascent, there
are pretty much limitless
picnic spots, either with
views over the steep valleys
out west towards Wales,
or to the Long Mynd in
the east. The walk passes
Manstone Rock, the second
highest point in Shropshire,
before continuing to Devil’s
Chair. If you want to enjoy
your picnic, it’s not advised
to sit on Devil’s Chair, as
legend has it that doing so
will cause a thunderstorm!

Download your walks here, to print out or take
with you on your smartphone or tablet
Walk 1 Climb Sugar Loaf
Mountain and enjoy
views of the spectacular
Brecon Beacons.

S | PEAKS & PICNICS
WELSH BORDER WALK

1. CLIMB THE SUGAR

LOAF MOUNTAIN

©Crown copyright 2022 Ordnance

WHERE: Sugar Loaf, near

hire
Abergavenny, Monmouths
DISTANCE: 3.5 miles
DIFFICULTY: Moderate
car
START: Viewing point
park along minor lane off
y
A40 west of Abergavenn
8167
SO26
GRID REF:
MAP: OS Explorer OL13
er 2022

Welsh Border Life | Summ

WELSH BORDER WALK
S | PEAKS &

PICNICS
2. EXPLORE THE STIP
ERSTONES RIDGE

Survey. Media 007/22

1. Take the clear, wide path
from the northern side of
the main parking area that
leads north-west. This pathr,
takes you past a wall corne
then trends away from thewall, continuing in a north
westerly direction.
nd
2. Ignore paths that desce >
to your right, then pick up

<<<

Walk 2 Walk lofty
Stiperstones ridge,
with its famous
rocky outcrops.

©Crown copyright 2022 Ordnance

AT A GLANCE
WHERE: Stiperstones

National Nature Reserve,
Shropshire Hills

DISTANCE: 2 miles
DIFFICULTY: Easy
START: Knolls Car Park,

east of The Bog Visitor Centr
e

GRID REF: SO369977
MAP: OS Explorer 217
Welsh Border Life | Summ

er 2022
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1. From the car park go
through the gate adjacent
to the information board
and
follow the clear, broad path
uphill. To your left is the
large
rocky outcrop of Cranberry
Rock, which can be visited
on the return route.
2. Keeping on the main
path,
the conditions underfoot
get
rockier and care is neede
d>
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Fuel for thought

Suzuki’s full hybrid Vitara reduces petrol costs
and emissions, but how does it feel to drive?
words | Liam Bird

I

have it on good authority
– from an inside man, one
might say – that Suzuki
plan to introduce an
all-electric vehicle in 2025.
What that vehicle will be,
he wouldn’t, or couldn’t, say.

<<<

That’s not to say that
Suzuki aren’t currently doing
their bit to help reduce fuel
costs and CO2 emissions.
All of Suzuki’s current
passenger car range (the
beloved Jimny is now only >
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available as a Light
Commercial Vehicle) are
hybrids, either mild or full.
The latest is the Full Hybrid
version of the Vitara SUV.
Suzuki claim that now the
Vitara uses the K15C version
of their own 1.5-litre petrol
engine (there’s no Toyota
tie-up here, as there is in
both the Swace and the
Across), together with a
33bhp/24kW motor, a 140V
lithium ion battery, and an
inverter Motor Generator
Unit, compared to the soonto-be-phased-out mildhybrid automatic Vitara,
you should see a fuel saving
somewhere in the region
of £10 a month.
If things continue
on their current
trajectory, by the
time you read this,
that could be
closer to £20! CO2
emissions for the
Full Hybrid are
quoted at 132g/km,
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which means a VED cost
of £210 after the first year
and £145 thereafter.
That petrol-electric drive
combo is coupled to a
6-speed automated manual
AGS gearbox that, say
Suzuki, “enables the driver to
enjoy both the direct driving
experience of a manual
gearbox and the shifting
ease of an automatic
transmission”. Once in Drive,
you can select gears yourself
via the paddle-shifters.
Another advantage of the
AGS is that it’s lighter than
a more conventional (more
modern?) torque converter
auto ‘box. The question, >
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however, is: is it any
smoother?
Even some of Suzuki’s own
personnel seemed unsure
about such things; almost
apologetic in fact. While
perfectly acceptable around
town and in slower traffic,
where the electric assistance
helps fill any gaps in the
torque curve and soothe
any upshifting imperfections,
once out in the open,
the automated manual’s
shortcomings become more
apparent. There’s a hesitancy,
plus a tendency to hold on
to the lower ratios. Add a
less than sonorous engine
soundtrack, and things begin
to feel somewhat strained.
Yes, the Vitara in any guise
is no sports car, however the
Full Hybrid Allgrip’s 0-62mph
time of 13.5 seconds is
pedestrian to say the least.
Elsewhere, fortunately,
it’s Vitara business as usual.
Which means a comfy ride,
a well-judged driving
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position, space for five plus
luggage, 40+ real-world
mpg, and Suzuki’s enviable
reputation for reliability.
Regardless of spec, there’s
all the tech you actually
need, too; LED lights, Lane
Departure Warning, Rear
Cross Traffic Alert, Apple
CarPlay, Stop-Start, Parking
Camera, Adaptive Cruise
Control, ISOFIX… it’s all
there. So, too, is a 5 Star Euro
NCAP rating. Yes, some of
the interior plastics are a tad
hard and scratchy, and in
places the Vitara’s interior
design is beginning to
show its age – there are
no digital dials and the >
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MOTORING | SUZUKI VITARA FULL HYBRID

sat-nav is a touch last
season, maybe the
season before.
Nevertheless, there’s
an honesty to the
Vitara that some other
similarly-sized SUVs
seem to lack. Buy the
Allgrip, select fourwheel drive, and the
Vitara will go almost
anywhere you point it; you
can’t say that about a Nissan
Juke! In fact, of the Vitara’s
now 20-something rivals,
only Toyota’s Yaris Cross offers
an all-wheel drive option.
It’s seven years since Suzuki
re-introduced the Vitara, yet
despite its age, there’s still
authenticity about it that
means it retains a certain
charm. However, when
it comes to the Full Hybrid
version, you can’t help but
wonder that in their quest
to push their perennial SUV
ever forward, Suzuki have
instead made it feel as if
they’ve taken a step back.
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Suzuki Vitara 1.5 Full
Hybrid SZ5 4W AGS
Engine: 1,462 cc
4-Cyl petrol
Power: 114 bhp
@ 6,000rpm
Torque: 101 lbft
@ 4,400rpm
Transmission: 6-speed
AGS automated manual,
with selectable ALLGrip
four-wheel drive
Performance: 0-62mph
13.5 sec
Max speed: 111 mph
MPG: 48.4 Combined
(WLTP)
CO2: 132 g/km
Price: £29,299 otr
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One man and his pen
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“M

ajor Sheep
to Ground
Control…”
There’s no reply. I’m
perched in a precarious
position outdoors, granted.
But then, communication
has been an issue round
these parts for years. No
mobile signal. Broadband
slower than a postman on
a bike. Our nearest post
box three miles away. Even
carrier pigeons get lost
in this part of the world.
Little wonder couriers and
supermarket delivery drivers
outnumber friends and
family on the phone.
“Hello, is that the Sheep
residence?” they’ll say.
“I’m at…” And you can insert
anything here, from the
summit of Snowdon to
Cardiff Castle.
Time and time again we
tell them not to rely on our
postcode – which covers
half of Mid Wales. “Use the
map we’ve sent,” we say.
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“And whatever you do,
never, ever, ever rely on
sat nav.”
But no. Such is our blind
faith in technology these
days, on they plough, down
lanes barely wide enough
for a horse, under the
complete hypnotic control
of the dalek barking at them
to turn right, turn left…
take a u-turn.
So it was with some
rubbing of eyes that
I witnessed a van pull up
here unannounced the
other day.
As is par for the course
in such circumstances,
the Mutt went apoplectic,
the horses stopped
munching grass for a few
seconds, and our new
clutch of resident rabbits
scattered in a flash of
cotton-bud tails.
“Who could that be?” Mrs
Sheep asked, helpfully.
“Lost, I expect,” I muttered.
We get more lost visitors >
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than real ones descending
on Chez Sheep.
And yet something wasn’t
right. This guy had an air of
confidence about him as he
climbed out of his sleek, silver
Mercedes Sprinter. He was
whistling as he punched
something into an electronic
device, and exuding
purpose as he strode
round the back of the van.
Maybe it was the light that
day, but as the rear doors
swung open, I swear the
ARRON ELLIS-THOMAS

Rooﬁng Contractors
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vehicle emitted a golden
glow. Like the briefcase in
Pulp Fiction, but a darn sight
bigger. And was that the
sound of angels I could
hear? Just who was this
stranger from Mars?
As I continued to stare
from the window, the driver,
in iron-smooth black t-shirt,
immaculate dark denim
jeans and brown cowboy
boots, retrieved a large,
white, minimalist box that
bore no livery. At least >
CELEBRATING

07957 909106

OVER 30 YEARS
We've got you covered!

COPPER & LEAD | FLAT ROOFING | PITCHED ROOFING | SLATING & TILING
With over 30 years experience and 5 generations of
rooﬁng expertise behind us,
we are the leading providers
of specialist domestic and
commercial rooﬁng services
in the North Wales area.
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• Run by Professional and experienced craftsman
• All prices are highly competitive
• We undertake all aspects of rooﬁng, New roofs, re-roofs, Chimneys,
Pointing Flat roofs
• All work is fully guaranteed and all new work carries a 25 year guarantee.
• We are specialists in Welsh Slate, Flat roofs made into pitched roofs and
taking care of all the joinery ourselves
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none I could see. As he
got closer to the house,
however, I was able to make
out one word, in a simple,
light font: Starlink. And
that’s when I remembered
something I’d ordered – in
hope more than expectation
– a few weeks earlier.
This was no stranger from
Mars, although he might be
based there one day. This
was a messenger from Musk.
Elon Musk. And he was
carrying the elixir of life,
otherwise known round
these parts as low-orbit
satellite internet.
If you’re not familiar with
Mr Musk you’ve probably
heard of his motorcar
company, Tesla. Well,
he didn’t stop there. He’s
also founded The Boring
Company, which digs big
tunnels under places like
Las Vegas. He founded
Neuralink, too, a company
that develops implantable
brain-machine interfaces.
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And in his spare time
he launched an artificial
intelligence corporation.
But perhaps most
notoriously, Musk is the
founder, CEO and Chief
Engineer of space
exploration company
SpaceX, who build and
launch rockets, send
satellites into orbit and
have designs on the
colonisation of Mars.
No, seriously. They do.
So, yes, to all intents and
purposes, he’s a Bond villain.
But you know what? I really
couldn’t care less if he was
a Chinese bat. Musk can
stroke all the long-haired
cats and kill all the secret
agents he wants as far as
I’m concerned. Because
in 2020, while we were
all getting worried about
a cough, SpaceX – with
Musk at the controls –
launched the largest ever
constellation of satellites
known to mankind, >
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in a bid to stick it to internet
service providers.
Called Starlink (a Bond film
in the making, surely), this
commercial internet service
now numbers almost 2,500
satellites whizzing round
Earth, all poking their little
sci-fi tongues out at the
pathetic efforts of previous
satellite internet outfits.
And rightly so. We tried
them all, of course, and
they barely managed to
improve on BT’s two-pixels-

contents

an-hour download speed for
far-flung corners of the globe,
such as the Welsh hills.
I’m not exaggerating.
As I’ve bored readers rigid
with previously, our online
experience has hitherto
been one of abject misery.
Online banking has been
so slow, by the time I’ve
made a payment, inflation
has added another tenner
to the bill. YouTube,
meanwhile, has been
pointless. We’d be better >

We provide bespoke quality home care in the beautiful
countryside of Herefordshire, Shropshire and Powys
•
•
•
•

Personal Care, Washing and dressing
Dementia and Respite Care
Medication management
Domestic service, shopping and laundry

Small teams of high trained and compassionate staff,
providing continuity of care with dignity respect and a smile

CELEBRATING 24 YEARS OF
Caring for the local community

KINGTON: 01544 231413/239471
BRAMPTON BRYAN: 01547 530633
www.suncarehomecare.co.uk
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off visiting the local gallery.
And as for streaming TV –
or worse, the ironically
named catch-up TV (think
BBC iPlayer) – we’ve been
playing catch-up and losing
badly at it ever since Sir Tim
Berners-Lee first typed a ‘w’
three times in a row for no
good reason whatsoever.
Well, not any more. Such
is the lightening speed of
Starlink’s internet provision
– once you’ve found the
right place to put the
satellite dish, of course –
not only can I pay off the
credit card before incurring
interest on the interest,
we can also watch cats
juggling and people falling
off ladders. Mrs Sheep can
complete a tesco.com order
in less time than it takes for
the milk to go off. And I can
be taught how to fix a gutter
by a bloke in Texas, thus
avoiding a date with some
patronising oik in B&Q.
But most earth-shattering
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of all, we can now get…
drum roll please… Netflix!
Yes, yes. We’re well aware
most of the population has
been enjoying this ‘new
phenomenon’ for a few
years now. Which is why
it feels like we’ve just
bought a fax machine when
we try to tell anyone how
brilliant it is watching all
these movies and stuff.
But, seriously, there’s
no underestimating the
enormity of what Sir Lord
Elon of Musk has achieved.
People have launched
rockets before, of course.
We’ve even put a man on
the moon. But never, in the
field of communication,
has anyone ever managed
to keep Mrs Sheep quiet
for so long.
MORE SHEEP
You can read more from
Black Sheep in Blog Sheep,
on walesandborders.com
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